Introduction
In 1967, D. Sullivan [13] introduced a bordism theory based on manifolds with singularities and successively N. Baas [3] , [4] studied and reformulated the theory so that it has been given a more accessible ground.
This theory is considered as a natural generalization of usual bordism theory, and for each given singularity class & = {P ly P z , •••}, a sequence of closed manifolds, one obtains such a theory. Thus there have appeared various interesting generalized homology theories.
For example, as Baas [4] shows, there exists a tower of homology theories and natural transformations connecting complex bordism to ordinary singular homology.
One of main problems with these theories has been to show whether they are multiplicative or not (Baas [6] ). And the purpose of the present paper is to study this problem.
For convenience sake, we will restrict ourselves to the case of complex bordism theory MU(J^} * ( ) with singularity class & . In this theory we introduce natural (external) multiplications ( § 3 and § 6)
V. E : MU(^) fl (X, Y) (g)MU(^) & ( V, W) -*MU(f) a+ >(Xx V, Yx V(JXx W)
which are "admissible" in an analogotis sense of Araki-Toda [2] , where E={E 1 Each dtV is again a decomposed manifold by defining for for j=i, and we can continue defining 9fc(9/(9iV)) etc.
Let & \ -{Pi, P z , •••, P n } be a sequence of closed weakly complex manifolds of (real) even dimensions. We call it a singularity class (of weakly complex manifolds) . 
Definition 1.2. A manifold
where A(&))° denotes the interior of A (a)).
In particular, we define the "boundary" (9 0 A, 9 0 /) = (A(0),/(0)) of a singular ^n-manifold (A,/) in (X, Y) by Now for the formation and basic properties of the Baas-Sullivan bordism groups MC7(^n) # (X, Y) we refer to [4] . We cite here the following facts which will be needed below.
First of all, we have Proposition 1.8 (Theorem 3.3 in [4] ). The functor ( ) forms a generalized homology theory.
The group MC7(J^n) * (X 9 Y) is considered as a (two-sided) MU* (pt) -module in a canonical way, that is, in forming the usual product of a closed manifold and an ^n-manifold.
For the next proposition, let ^» (   i   ) i={Pi, --,Pi, -',P n } be the subsequence of J?^ obtained by deleting the z-th singularity manifold P*. For z"€E {1, 2, ••-,«}, define a homomorphism of degree p t (^ Finally the Bockstein operator of degree -pi -I
(1-11)
is defined by 
For the coefficient group, we have (Proposition 1.11) and the odd dimension part of this group is zero, we can choose a {P} -manifold E with d Q E = E(fy.
We will call such a manifold E Morava's manifold for P and sometimes denote it by E P . 
here it should be noticed that we will make a convenience of labelling parts of dB as if B were an J/^n-manifold with 9^23 -0. Thus 9y, 5(j) mean 9 P/ , B(Pj) respectively (See §l). Then Sij(B') is regarded as an ,5^-manifold by defining
I a/'1= length of *>", Inspection shows this is well-defined. . The following lemma follows directly from (2-4). Proof. The equalities are directly seen from (2 • 4), except for the case k=j in ii). For this case, we observe from (2-4)
It will be sufficient to prove that (ij)*B~Stj(B) (j) as
First note that 9JE (1) 
Construct

V=[0,e] t xB\J-LxB(j)
with identification of isomorphic parts of boundaries:
where we assume 0<^£<C1 -£• Put 9*V=-([0,e],x9*SUI.x9*B(j)) for where Jj_ means disjoint union.
We would like to omit to give the explicit forms of V(a)).
Thus V is an J/^J-manifold and which was to be shown.
For the next proposition, we insert a small construction and a lemma.
Chose a Morava's manifold E = E P for a closed manifold P. The following lemma follows easily.
Lemma 2.11. Let E and E' be Morava's manifolds for the same P. Then, *we have a(E) -a(E') =20(JE, £'), a(E) = [> in MU(P}*(pt). (See Lemma 2.2 for the definition of @(E, JE')-)
Let now J^n be as before and assume Pi = Pj = P, i<^j, for some Then the following proposition is one of key lemmas in our method. 
Proposition 2.13. Under the above assumption on SP^ ive have
In this proposition the assertion i) is easily verified from the definitions of the terms involved there. (See (1-11), (2-8) and (2-12)".) For the proof of the assertion ii), we have to prepare some lemmas. and let E' and E" be copies of Morava's manifold E P .
Lemma 2.15. Under the same assumption as above, -we have
Construct a "manifold"
with identification:
Exactly speaking, this could not be called a manifold. In order to obtain a genuine manifold, we need a certain "thickening" process in the above attachment (2-18). But, for simplicity's sake, we shall content with the pseudo-manifold W. Now W is considered as an <5^n-"manifold" as follows:
And there are isomorphisms: for a)', a)", ft)" as above.
Remark. We may also take {P l9 Q l9 P 2 , Q 2 , •••, P fc , Q fc , •••} as J/V In this case, the above definition 3.1 should receive a change of labelling in d iy di etc.
The cross product induces a bilinear map
or a linear map
which are natural and compatible with the multiplication by elements of Moreover the cross product is apparently associative:
Hereafter, we consider the case of ET m =^/ l . U E, X ( -7, X P t X C(P/) U E { X C(P/P/) ) U {/ 2 x P, x E t x C(P/) U E } x E t x C(P/P/) } .
Comparing this expression with (3-6), we have an isomorphism or by using 3.11, ii),
where £ fc -( -l) a^(a i>-r-+ ca fc-n>Â ppljnng T~I O^E lo tne both sides of (4-11) and comparing (4-7),
we have We shall first deal with the case n = l, <&\= {P} . For convenience, put P = P'=P" and consider the group Mt7(P, P', P")*(
). The following idempotent endomorphisms Proof. This is an easy consequence of Proposition 2.5. In MC7(P,P',P'')*(XXYXZ), we have
Then, by Proposition 5.3, we obtain Theorem 5.
The exterior multiplication jU E in MU(P)*( ) is associative:
The next lemma plays a key role in the proof of Prop. 5.3. with identifications shown in the following diagram:
where E l9 E 2 are copies of the Morava manifold E for P. The following lemma follows easily.
Lemma 5.9.
where r(W) denotes the {P, P', P"} -manifold W with d 1 W=d 2 W=(f>.
Now T(W)
is considered as the union of two {P, P"} -manifolds U and V as follows:
(5 -10) n(W)=u\j v, u= U(E) (8) x c (1) , y= y(£) (13) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Here U(E) is considered as a closed {P"} -manifold such that = (1 : X P X 7 2 X -P U P X £, (1) x 1 2 ) U (IsXPx^xPUPx-E^l) xl,), * U=U(E)XC can be considered as a {P, P"} -manifold:
Similarly we put (5-12) V(E) = (I 1 xPxE t )jE 1 
xE t (I» U (
We consider V(E) as a {P, P"} -manifold:
(l 1 xPxE 2 UPxE 1 (l)x£ 2 (l)) and y=F(E)xC (3) is the cross product of V(E) and C(3).
Note that (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) By (5-10), we have, as {P, P"} -manifolds, 
which is admissible (Theorem 3.14) and associative (Theorem 5.25).
And, if the obstruction classes a(E t ) or their canonical images in the coefficient group MU(^n) # (pf) happen to vanish, then /JL E is commutative (Theorem 4.12). We can consider such favoring situations corresponding to suitable choices of & n and E.
In the below, for convenience, we consider only the case when the singularity class ^n represents a regular sequence in MU*(pt). For the next theorem, suppose a:(E«)=0 (mod 2) in for z" = l, 2, '",n. Then, by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.11, we can choose another Morava's manifold E/ in place of E* for each i such that a(jB/) =0 in MC7(^n) *(/>*)-Thus we have. [2] , [11] ).
So far we assumed ^n is a finite sequence, but this restriction will be unnecessary and we can generalize, without difficulty, all the above argument to the case n = oo. In fact, if we take an infinite sequence J^= {Pi, P 2 , •••} of closed, weakly complex manifolds as a singularity class, the corresponding homology theory A/I7(^0*( ) can be defined as the direct limit lim MU(^n) % ( ) of the sequence for the sections J^n-{-Pi, •••, P n } of ^.
Or, we may start, from the outset, with singular ^-manifolds, just as in the case of singular ^n-manifolds but for n unrestricted, and proceed as usual to defining bordism theory (See Baas [4] ). [12] ).
